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ABSTRACT 

The microprogrammable processor ESOP has been introduced in the 
trigger system of a small angle elastic scattering experiment on a 
polarized proton beam at the Saturne synchrotron. We describe its 
impl ementation in a data acquisition system based on a Hewlet t-Pack
ard computer and we present some preliminary re sults on the perfor
mance of a straight tracks rejecting algorithm. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

As a part of the 'Nucleon-Nucleon' program [lJ at the Laboratoire 
Nationale Saturne, Saclay, our group is studying the elastic scat
tering on protons of the polarised protons accelerated by the Sa
turne synchrotron, in the small scattering angle region of Coulomb
Nuclear int erference [2J. 

The ESOP processor application described here is part of the 
trigger system of the detector built for this experiment; we consid
er it as a first approach which will be developed in future double
scattering experiments [3J and in high -energy polarimetry [4J. 

2. HARDWARE 

2.1 THE DETECTOR 

The set-up, at present on the floor at Saturne, is sketched in 
fig.1. A similar apparatus has been previously tested at the CERN 
PS a complete description of the experimental method can be found 
in reference [5J. 

Two telescopes of proportional chambers (PC1-PC3 and PC4-PC6) 
measure the directions of the incoming and scattered protons respec
tively. Each module PCi samples the charged particles tracks in the 
x and y projections with 1 mm (PC1-PC4) or 2 mm (PC5,PC6Ipitch. 

The target [5J is segmented in thin slabs (Tl-T121 of scintillat
ing material' and we search for scattering events on its free hy
drogen 2 A photomultiplier i s coupled to each Ti and collects 
the light produced by the slow recoiling proton (kinetic energy low
er than 10 Mevl stopping inside the scintillator; an AOC measures 
the delivered charge, which is a function of the r ecoil energy . The 
thickness (al and separation (bl of the target coui,ters Ti have been 
chosen in order to optim i se (al the (scattered + recoil) energy de
position with respect to the minimum i on isation of the direct non
interacting particles and (bl the association of the reconstructed 
interaction vertex with the target counter giving a recoil signal. 

Beam-defining counters (F1-F41 and angular acceptance limiting 
counters (L,S,F71 complete the apparatus. 

, NE102, approximate chemical composition 
0.5 mm, T5-T9 1 mm, T10-T12 2 mm. 

2 Density: 0.08 g/cm 3. 
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The correlation between scatter ing angle and recoil energy allows 
a good separation of the elastic signal from the pp inelastic and 
the Carbon induced backgrounds (fig.2): the fe as ibility of the 
method has be en demonstrated in the tes ts at CERN [ 5] and in prelim
in ary data taking runs at Saclay. 

2 . 2 THE TRIGGER 

A first level counter trigger is given by a coincidence of the 
following conditions: 

1. a beam particle (Fl'F4'(F3+F2)) 

2. a scattered particle (S 'L) with partial suppressio n of t " e 
direct beam (F7) 

3. one and only one target counter above a threshold discrimi
nating r ecoil protons from single direct part icles. 

A further selection l evel is needed to impr ove the direct beam 
suppress ion. Indeed, the cut in scattering angle: 

1. must be as sharp as possible, since the elastic pp cross sec
t i on angular dependence has a large slope in th e Coulomb-Nu
clear interfer ence region; 

2. must be in dependent of the position of the interac tio n ve rtex 
along the beam line (i. e. o f the target Ti in which the in
teraction occurs) and of the beam char acter i st ic s (spot and 
di vergence), expected to vary with the energy of the beam. 

Geometric a l cuts provided by anticoincidence co unters at fixed 
positions are clesrly in adequate for these purpose~; moreover, in 
case of mi salignements with the e ffectiv e beam ax i s, such cuts in
troduce in str ume nt a l asymmetries, i.e . possible sources of systemat
i c errors in polarization measurements. 

A fast processor capable of selecting events on the basis of the 
calc ulation of the scattering ang l e from the coordinates provided by 
the proportional chambers is the answer to these problems. 

2.3 THE MWPC READ-OUT SYSTEM AND THE PROCESSOR 

The proportional chamber read-out system we ado pte d is the RMH sys
tem [6], a CERN standard ch3racterized by high speed ECl 10K tech
nology and by the capability of non-destructiv e read-out for data 
pre-process ing. De ad times are minimised by th e choice of cables as 
delay elements and the data transfer rate in optimal conditions can 
be as fast as about one 16-bit word/l00 nsec, each corresponding to 
an encoded proportional chamber wire hit. 
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/ ESOP is a CERN-built microprogrammable processor, operating on 
16-bit data words; data and instructions occupy separate memo
ries,and thr ee i ndependent ALUs perform in parallel operations on 
data, data memory addresses and instruction memory addresses. The 
basic cycle time is 125 nsec. A fast 16x16-bits multiplier with ac
cumulator and a special shift unit enhance the computing power of 
the processor. In our configuration 4096 words of data memory and 
1024 words of 48 - bit instruction memory are available. CAMAC inter
faces give access to ESOP memories and registers. An interface con
nects the RMH system directly to one of the three ind ependent I/O 
ports of the data buffer memory. 

Detailed descript i ons of the ESOP hardware can be found in refer
ence [71. 

3. SOfTWARE 

Our software work included (a) adapting the standard ut i lity pro
grams to our HP (only NORD a~d PDP versions were s upported by CERN), 
developing additional debugging tools (b) and on-line data filtering 
algorithms (c). 

3 . 1 GENERAL UTILITY PROGRAMS 

ESOP can only be programmed in machine language, with the help of 
a cross - assembler running on an external computer. 

Since the early stage of the project we have been using for 
source file ed iting and maintenance the CERN IBM Wylbur system; an 
13M version of th e cross-assembler produces object files which can 
be transported to our on-line HP21MX computer either en an IBM-writ 
ten magnetic tape or, as an intermediate step, to our data base on a 
CERN HP computer linked to the IBM via the CERNET network. We have 
thus access to all the standard ESOP software (test programs etc.) 
developed and maintained at CERN by other groups. 

We have also transported and adapted to our HP the FORTRAN ver
sion of the cross-assembler 3 The developement of ESOP trigger 
algorithms for our experiment is therefore completely performed on 
our on-line computer. 

3 We obtained the source program from the Hiels Bohr Institute, Co
penaghen (UNIVAC ,',0) . 
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An HP version of the CERN-written program MICROL loads the object 
modu l es from disc files to the proces so r instruction memory and per
forms some basic debugging, including instruction and data memory 
patching, r egister dumping, and the execution of a set of diag nostic 
rout i nes. 

3 . 2 ALGORITHMS DEVELOPEMENT 

Critical aspects of any tr igger system are its eff iciency (events 
lost at the trigger le ve l are lost forever) and its reliability 
(faults must be detected quickly, otherwise large amounts of data 
might be invalidated by the suspect of unknown trigger biases). 
Moreover, debugging s hould be co mpleted before data taking, not to 
waste valuable beam time for tests. 

We were therefore l ed to adopt the following method . Montecarlo
generated data fil es are kept on the HP d;scs . I n a first stage, 
the candidate algo r ithm is carefully studied in a qu i ck l y written 
FORTRAN version, running as a subroutine of the HP program "ESO P", 
and optimi~ed in terms of reso luti ons,e fficiencY,background rejec
tion power. We then undertake the sometimes tricky task of coding 
the algorithm in ESOP assembly languag e . 

The debugging phase i s facilitated and speeded up by the availa
bility of Montecarlo events and of a well tnown FORTRAN simulation 
of the algo r ithm. The program HESOp u loads a M.C. event into the 
processor data memory, starts the processor and, at t he end of the 
execution, dumps a l l relevant reg i sters and memory positions, com
par i ng their contents to the results of the FORTRAN simulation. 
~iagnostic messages and breakpoint-like procedures usually quickly 
lso l ate the wrong code within u couple of instruct~ons. 

Si mi l ar tests can be performed event-by-event on real data coming 
from the RMH system and are used as a monitor of the processor ~ork
ing conditions i n between data tak i ng run s . 

3.3 THE STRAIGHT TRACKS REJECTING ALGORITHM 

The algorithm we developed uses the encoded h i ts from four pro-
portional chamber modules (PC1, PC3 ,PC4,PC6) to calculato the scat-
t e ring angle . 

First of all the hit wires are separated according to tl,e propor
tional chamber plane to which tl,ey belong and th e centers of clus
ters of adjacent hit wires are calculated. The angle 9. betueen the 
in com ing and the outgoing tracks pr ojected on the (X,2) plane and 
the corre s ponding angle Oy in the (Y,z) plane are then calculated. 
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The event is rejected or accepted as soon as one of these condi
tions is satisfied: 

1. rejects: 

a) no hits in any of the four chambers; 

b) more than one cluster per projection in any of the cham
bers measuring the incoming tracks; 

c) more than a preset number of clusters per projection in 
the chambers measuring the outgoing tracks; 

d) S.z + SyZ < C0 2: scattering angle below a given threshold 
Go 

2. accepts: 

a) O. ) So 

b) ey ) Go 

c) S. < So , Sy < So , but : Sxz + SyZ ) Boz 

The angular resolution of the trigger algorithm, evaluated by a 
Montecarlo calculation, is shown in fig.3 the approximations and 
rounding errors due to the processor integer arithmetic are not 
spoiling the intrinsic space resolution of the wire chambers signi
ficantly. 

4. PERFORMANCE 

ESOP has been implemented in the pre-existing one-level trigger 
system of the experiment with a minimum of modifications the 
counter trigger initiates the read-out of the PC hits from the RMH 
system to the ESOP buffer memory; the end of the transfer starts 
the ESOP algorithm: a reject resets the whole electronics, while 
an accept i nterrupts the on-line computer for the event acquisition. 

Besides the necessary arbitration and busy logic, an 'abort' lo
gic provides a general reset if the transfer protocol is not cor
rectly terminated; additional circuits measure and monitor the pro
cessor's dead time and the accept,reject and abort rates. 

We report here on some preliminary results on the processor per
form ance in a recent data taking run. 
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4.1 ACCEP TANCE 

In test runs both accepted and r ejected events were writ ten on 
tape tog et her with a decision fl ag set by ESOP. Th e ratio R of the 
number of accepted events to the total ( acce pted + rejected) has 
been calculat e d off-line as a function of the re const ru cted scatte r
i ng angle; R is shown in fig.4 f or two values of the cut So. These 
re sults a r e in good agreement with what expected from a Montecarlo 
calculation taking in to acco unt the efficiencY,noise and resolution 
of the ~i r e chambe rs. 

4.2 DE AD TI ME 

Th e t r ansfer time of PC data from t he RMH system to the ESOP buf-
fer memo r y was measured: 300 nsec per encoded hit are necessary on 
the ave r a.ge. 

The deci sio n time is his togrammed in fig .5 for accepts (a) a nd 
r ejects (b): 70 and 90 mic ro seconds a re respectively ne eded on av 
erage. Th ese figures should be compa red with th e typical on-line 
computer acquisition de ad-time of a bou t 2-3 msec/eve nt. 

The ESOP dead time has bee n further a nalysed as a funct i on of the 
accept or reject type : the ave r age valu es are reported in ta b le 1. 

In view of a futur e algorithm optimization, an invest ig ati on has 
been carried out to f ind the most time-con~uming part : as expect
ed,t he data decoding and the cluster reduction loops are re spo ns i b le 
for a l arge fraction ( 75%) of th e de ad time. 

4.3 RATES 

The r ejection factor provided by the ESOP f i lter is of course 
strongl y depend ent on the se l ect i v ity of the counter tr igger; in the 
presence of th e smal l be am killi ng veto cou nte r F7 i t was typically 
81% and 85% for cuts in scatte ri ng angle of 20 and 33 mrad respec
ti ve ly. 

If one wants t o limit t he dead t ime fr ac tion due to ESOP to 20% , 
the max i mum acceptable inpu t counter trigger r ate i s 2300 t rig gers/ 
sec, or 920 tr iggers in our 400 msec spil l , resulting in 140-170 
accepts/sp ill . In these condit i ons, th e bottleneck i s stil l the 
computer dead time whi ch li mits the useful acce p t rate to abo u t 200 
acc epts/sec (80 accepts/sp ill) for a 50% al i ve time. 
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4.4 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 

The preceding analysis indicates the line we shall follow to im
prove the filter performance: 

1. The leakage of small angle events through the filter (fig.4) 
is mainly due to spurious hits simulating a large angle track 

the requirement that the intersection of the input and 
output tracks be inside the target fiducial volume should get 
rid of them. 

2. The dead time can be reduced by clustering and reformatting 
the RMH data in a dedicated processor, the CRN [8J. Some 
tests have already shown that the ESOP dea~ time will be low
er by a factor 2: the acceptable input rate will increase 
accordingly. 

3. Larger rejection factors to better match the on-line computer 
recording capability require more stringent cuts including 
kinematical cond i tions (i.e. correlation between scattering 
angle and recoil energy). Some additional interfacing work 
is needed to read out the ADCs, however the relative hardware 
already exists [9). 

5. CONCLUSI ON S 

We implemented ESOP in a HP on-line environment we developed a 
simple filter algorithm, and recorded physics data with a signifi
cant improvement in sensitivity. 

The choice of a programmable device has proven to be adequate : 
we estimate that its lower speed with respect to hardw ired proces
sors is largely compensated by its flexibility. In fact one may 
foresee more complex selection criteria based on several different 
ty pes of detectors or even a change in philosophy for instance, 
data might be histogrammed in the ESOP memory so that hist og rams in
stead of single events are recorded on tape. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The experimental set- up . 

2. Correlation between the scattering angle and the recoil 

kinetic energy in a 2 mm thick scintillator for a preliminary 

run at Saclay with 825 l1eV protons. A cut at 10 mrad in the 

scattering angle is applied off- line . The curve corr~sponds 

to the recoil energy- scattering angle correlation for 

elastic pp scattering . 

3. The resolution in the scattering angle of the ESOP algorithm 

for l10nte "arlo events between 25 and 45 mrad . 

4. Ratio R of the number of accepted events to the total (accepted + 

rejected) as a funtion of the off- line reconstructed scattering 

ang l e for two thresholds 170" a) 20 mrad , b) 33 mrad . 

5. Histograms of ESOP decision time for accepts (a) and rejects 

(b) in ESOP cycle units (125 nsec) . 
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Type of decision ~ of events Dead time (Il-sec) 

Reject a 16. 5 61.7 
Re j ect b 13.5 34 .3 
Reject c 1.5 100.2 
Reject d 49.3 115.3 

Accept a 15.6 61. 5 
Accept b 3. 1 109.0 
Accept c .3 115.0 

Table 1 
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